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By Thomas Szasz

Syracuse University Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 199 pages. . In Our Right to Drugs, Thomas
Szasz shows that our present drug war started at the beginning of this century, when the American
government first assumed the task of protecting people from patent medicines. By the end of World
War I, however, the free market in drugs was but a dim memory, if that. Instead of dwelling on the
familiar impracticality or unfairness of our drug laws, Szasz demonstrates the deleterious effects of
prescription laws which place people under lifelong medical tutelage. The result is that most
Americans today prefer a coercive and corrupt command drug economy to a free market in drugs.
Throughout the book, Szasz stresses the consequences of the fateful transformation of the central
aim of American drug prohibitions from protecting us from being fooled by misbranded drugs to
protecting us from harming ourselves by self-medication--defined as drug abuse. And he reminds
us that the choice between self-control and state coercion applies to all areas of our lives, drugs
being but one of the theaters in which this perennial play may be staged. A free society, Szasz
emphasizes, cannot endure if its citizens reject the values of self-discipline...
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These types of pdf is the greatest pdf accessible. It is among the most amazing ebook we have go through. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your
time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Cecil Rem pel-- Cecil Rem pel

It is great and fantastic. I have go through and i am sure that i will likely to study again once again later on. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment
of looking at a published book.
-- Ta d Sta nton Sr .-- Ta d Sta nton Sr .
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